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Introduction
Creative Learning is delighted to present the Arts Across Learning Festival 2019, celebrating and 
exploring the value to learning and teaching that arts and creativity bring. The festival brings a 
stimulating wealth of free learning experiences which will enthuse and spark imaginations among 
Aberdeen’s nurseries, primary schools and teachers.

The Arts Across Learning Festival outcomes are a direct response to The National Improvement 
Framework for Scottish Education, Scotlands Creative Learning Plan and the continued work 
of Creative Learning in Aberdeen City schools. Festival learning opportunities are delivered by 
experienced, artists, companies and educators who work with Creative Learning to ensure that 
activities are designed to meet the identified festival outcomes.

In 2019 the festival will focus on engagement in learning and the development of employability 
skills, with exciting projects that bring specific expertise to these areas. Shining a light on art forms 
and creativity, workshops offer opportunities for in-depth learning, bringing external specialists 
into the classroom for the benefit of all.

Presenting alternative and engaging approaches to inter-disciplinary learning, children are 
supported to deepen their understanding of a topic; enabling them to express themselves in a 
safe space, recognising their own abilities and sharing this with their peers. From using dance 
and movement to explore teamwork, developing skills for the future workplace through computer 
coding, AALF 2019 workshops offer stimulating creative learning across the curriculum.

Throughout the year Creative Learning work to secure funding to support bringing this wealth of 
creative learning and expertise together for pupils and schools in Aberdeen City.

Reach for the stars and join Creative Learning on your 2019 Arts Across Learning Festival adventure. 

Where will it take you and your learners….?

See page Page 6 for full booking information

The Arts Across Learning Festival in 2019 will: 
•  Enhance children’s learning experiences across the curriculum, through creative approaches 

and cultural participation and partnerships 

• Improve children’s knowledge and skills in the Expressive Arts 

•  Give children the chance to express themselves, shape their own learning, learn new creative 
skills and share their work with others 

•  Improve children’s ability to recognise and articulate their own skills and potential, through 
innovative arts and creative learning experiences

•  Demonstrate Aberdeen is a city without creative barriers where children and schools can 
experiment with and be transformed by the arts, creativity and culture. 
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How to Book 
The What’s On section lists all the events and activities available; each activity specifies the target 
age groups, dates and location. 

Bookings are made on a first come, first served basis, by telephone. Festival events are very 
popular and in the interests of fairness a maximum of six events can be booked per school in the 
first instance. The high demand may also mean that you do not get your first choice of event. 

We recommend you check the school diary and discuss your booking with colleagues in advance 
of contacting us to ensure it does not clash with other school activities. 

Please also note that by booking a festival event you agree to participate in the evaluation of the 
festival by completing a short survey. 

Photography/Filming 
A festival representative, photographer or film maker may attend your event.

Please make them welcome and inform us as soon as possible if there are circumstances where 
photographic/filming permission has been withheld. Images will only be used for the purpose of 
publicising the festival and/or the Creative Learning Team.

Late cancellation terms and conditions 
Creative Learning secure funding every year to ensure activities can be offered free to schools. 
Late cancellation may mean that activities cannot be transferred to other classes and in this event 
a £50 fee will be charged to schools who cancel. 

For further information and to make a booking please telephone the booking line on 
Tel: 01224 611160 

*PLEASE NOTE: Booking lines open on Monday 28th January 2019. No bookings can be taken 
before this date.

Booking Lines are open from 8:30am – 4:00pm Monday – Thursday only. 

Arts Across Learning Festival 

Creative Learning Team 

Aberdeen City Council, 

Rosemount Community Centre, 

Belgrave Terrace, 

Aberdeen. AB25 2NS. 
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What’s On

Getting It Wrong is Getting It Right- Exploring Creative Writing 
Through Movement and Play - with Eoin McKenzie, Hidden Giants
Primary 3 – 4

Taking the impossible as a starting point, Getting It Wrong is Getting It 
Right provides a space to turn the impossible into a supply of creative 
writing possibilities! Led by performance maker Eoin McKenzie in 
association with creative learning consultancy Hidden Giants, this workshop 
blends movement, spoken word, and play to create unique choreographic 
sequences that will effortlessly turn into short stories or poems. Outlining 
inventive and embodied approaches to turning our individual experiences 
into expressive physical and written responses!

Eoin will be in your school for one day to work with 2 separate classes.

Monday 25th February, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Tuesday 26th February, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Wednesday 27th February, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Thursday 28 February, 9:15-11:15 and 1:00 – 3:00pm (max 33) 

Sessions will require use of school hall or other good sized  
clear indoor space within the school

https://hiddengiants.org

25 February - 8 March
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Multi-sensory story-making with children with additional needs  
– with Flotsam & Jetsam 
Primary 1- 7

These inclusive story-making sessions are for Special Schools. The storyteller will tell multi-sensory 
Scottish folktales using a variety of engaging props. There will be things to squish, shake and 
smell! The children and the storyteller will then create a story together. Everyone will be able to 
participate in their own way whether through singing, talking, using simple musical instruments or 
noise makers. Wonderful stories will be told and shared with other pupils in the wider school.

Flotsam & Jetsam will work with the same group at the same time over 3 days

Group 1 Wednesday 27th - Friday 1st March, 9:15 – 10:00 

Group 2 Wednesday 27th - Friday 1st March, 10:30 – 11:15 

Group 3 Wednesday 27th - Friday 1st March, 1:15 – 2:00 

Group 4 Wednesday 27th - Friday 1st March, 2:15 – 3:00

www.flotsamandjetsam.co.uk

Our House – with Frozen CHARLOTTE

Primary 1- 7, performance suitable for all ages, 
workshop will be tailored to each age group

Our House is a dance performance for children created 
by Mhairi Allan and Heather Fulton (Frozen Charlotte) 
through a residency in October 2018, funded through 
City Moves Aberdeen and Imaginate, producers of the 
Edinburgh International Children’s Theatre Festival.

Inspired by memories of childhood and home, Our 
House explores themes of sibling rivalry, jealousy, 
negotiation, approval and desire for own personal space. 
Performed by dancers Shaun Stickland, Eowyn Barrett 
and with a live underscore from Violinist Abigail
Sinar, Hup for Starcatchers, Our House is a fun, 
dynamic and very physical performance piece. With 
an accompanying workshop that can focus on dance, 
visual art or drama depending on the needs of the class 
and the preference of the teacher, please state when 
booking.

Frozen Charlotte will be in your school for one day to 
work with 2 separate classes.

Thursday 7th March, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Friday 8th March, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Sessions will require use of school hall or other  
non-carpeted good sized clear indoor space  
within the school.

Originally supported by  
Citymoves and Imaginate 

Photo by Sid Scott -

www.seeimaginedefine.com

www.frozencharlotte.com

www.flotsamandjetsam.co.uk
www.seeimaginedefine.com
https://www.frozencharlotte.com/
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Picasso’s Pets – with Kathleen Cowie
Primary 3

Pablo Picasso is one of the twentieth century’s most famous artists. He loved animals and kept 
several pets during his long life, many are featured in his art; be it an owl sculpture, a goat’s head 
plate or a dramatic mural of a bull. 

Using simple tools and materials, they will learn sound foundation skills in drawing, painting and 
construction. They will be able to work creatively and expressively as individuals and in small 
groups to make their own ‘Picasso Plate’, a ‘Picasso mobile’ and contribute to a whole class 
painted fabric hanging. They will also learn how to recognise ‘a Picasso’ and about animal welfare. 

Monday 4th March, 9:15 – 11:15 (33 max)

Tuesday 5th March, 9:15 – 11:15 (33 max)

Wednesday 6th March, 9:15 – 11:15 (33 max)

Thursday 7th March, 9:15-11;15 (33max)

Rhymes Across Languages 
 - with Ken Cockburn
Primary 4 – 7

The session offers pupils the chance to make free translations 
of German poems by Arne Rautenberg. No prior knowledge 
of German is needed. Arne’s poems for children foreground 
elements such as repetition, numbers, onomatopoeia.

Pupils will learn to read a poem in terms of its overall shape, 
identifying visual clues and patterns (rhyme, repetition, 
numbers) in a text in a language that may not be familiar to 
them.
Pupils will learn some German vocabulary, how to use rhyme 
creatively and inventively within a poem, about features of a 
poem other than rhyme. They will learn that translation doesn’t 
proceed word-by-word, but by considering the whole text.

Ken will be in your school for one day to work with 2 
separate classes.

Tuesday 26th February, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Wednesday 27th February, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)



Out to Play - with ECO DRAMA
Nursery and Primary 1-2

Out to Play is an award-winning arts-based outdoor learning project that uses drama and 
storytelling to engage and develop learners in the subject area of Sustainable Development 
Education. 

Using imaginative play and adventurous learning, a Drama Artist will utilise the unique outdoor 
surroundings of the school to deliver an outdoor learning session which applies the use of drama 
and storytelling techniques as learning tools. Sessions will engage learners emotionally and 
intellectually through a ‘head, heart and hands’ approach and make connections across the Eco-
Schools Topics and Curriculum for Excellence.

ECO DRAMA will be in your school for one whole day to work with Nursery and primary groups. 

Tuesday 5th March, (nursery) 9:30 – 10:30 & 10:45- 11:45, (nursery) 1:00- 2:00, (p1-2) 2:15-3:15

Wednesday 6th March, (nursey) 9:30 – 10:30 & 10:45- 11:45, (nursery) 1:00- 2:00, (p1-2) 2:15-3:15

Thursday 7th March, (nursey) 9:30 – 10:30 & 10:45- 11:45, (nursery) 1:00- 2:00, (p1-2) 2:15-3:15

Nursery sessions 20 pupils max, Primary 1-2 sessions 25 pupils max.

www.ecodrama.co.uk
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At the tip of the tongue - learning languages through drama!
 - with Marion Geoffray
Primary 1 – 3

Hello, Hola, Bonjour, Ciao, Halo! 
Learn a foreign language… on stage!

An exciting opportunity to discover who you want to be at the tip of your tongue: drama games, 
creation of characters, making and telling of stories, use of props and costumes, tongue twisters 
and a lot more. Learn while having fun! Become a bilingual actor by reconnecting your body and 
your voice through interactive, immersive and multi-sensory activities. For pupils AND teachers!

The aim of my work is to offer a different approach to language learning and the arts to pupils and 
teachers. This workshop covers how to use drama games, acting techniques and characterisation to 
become more confident and more playful with language learning. 

2 separate sessions for 2 classes in your School

Monday 25th February, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Tuesday 26th February, 9:15 – 11:15 & 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

www.ecodrama.co.uk
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Discovering Doric Scots – Alistair Heather of the Elphinstone  
Institute, University of Aberdeen
Primary 6 – 7

Few Aberdonians who speak Scots, usually in the Doric dialect, can competently read and write in 
Scots.This workshop, which was successfully used in Moray primary schools, will over a period of 
4 lessons enable bairns to listen to stories, read texts, answer comprehension questions and then 
produce their own creative work, both orally and in written form.

Session one introduces Doric Scots through interactive activity and storytelling. The hidden literacy 
of the class will be explored. The remaining 3 lessons will be bespoke to their level.

This workshop increases both the confidence and competence of bairns in the Mither Tongue.

Alistair Heather will work with one class for four session over the duration of the festival. 

Dates to suit school, to be arranged at time of booking. 

Local Legends: Soundscapes, Songs and Rap 
– Simon Gall of the Elphinstone Institute, University  
of Aberdeen and Jackill and Rory Comerford. 
Whole day workshop for all P4-P7 pupils.

How do stories sound? 

This session utilises rap, sound art and song writing to tell amazing stories. After choosing which 
story to take forward, we’ll build a soundscape to depict the sound of that story then compose a 
short song and write a rap verse to sit on top. This final piece can be shared with the whole school 
at the end of the day.

Friday 1st March (all day in school)

Sessions will require use of school hall or other good sized clear indoor space within the school.

Doric lullabies and play songs  
- Discovering Creativity through Doric Scots
– with Irene Watt of the Elphinstone Institute,  
 University of Aberdeen
Nursery

These interactive singing sessions, are led by Irene Watt of the Elphinstone Institute, University 
of Aberdeen, are for young children and are based around Doric lullabies and play songs. The 
workshop will dip into the traditional working life of North East folk, covering farming, fishing 
and other local industries through bothy ballads. Through these songs children will learn about 
working life now and then, in and around Aberdeen, grounding an appreciation of tradition and 
culture, while taking part in imaginative and creative play, music and rhythm.

Irene will be in your school for the whole morning to work with 2 separate classes.

Monday 25th February, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 - 11:30

Tuesday 26th February, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 - 11:30

Wednesday 27th February, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 - 11:30



Bring it Strive – Citymoves
Primary 4 – 6

Project Strive uses dance and spoken word to allow pupils to bring their own individuality to sessions. 
You will learn Hip Hop dance techniques and tricks and fun fast-paced routines. These engaging 
classes with MC are fun and energetic! Express yourself, have fun and get fit through dance!

These sessions are supported by Citymoves Dance Agency and linked to their city-wide project
Bring It Boys/Project Strive, offering free dance and art activities for young people throughout
Aberdeen City.

MC will be in your school for one morning  
to work with 2 separate classes.

Monday 25th February, 9:30 – 10:30 & 11:00 – 12 :00 (max 33 )

Tuesday 26th February, 9:30 – 10:30 & 11:00 – 12 :00 (max 33 )

Wednesday 27th February, 9:30 – 10:30 & 11:00 – 12 :00 (max 33 )

Monday 4th March, 9:30 – 10:30 & 11:00 – 12 :00 (max 33 )

Tuesday 5th March, 9:30 – 10:30 & 11:00 – 12 :00 (max 33 )

Wednesday 6th March, 9:30 – 10:30 & 11:00 – 12 :00 (max 33 )

Sessions will require use of school hall or other good sized clear  
indoor space within the school.

www.citymoves.org.uk
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Under the Sea and Dancing Through the Jungle  

- with Citymoves
Nursery

Under the Sea and Dancing Through the Jungle are two separate workshop sessions that take 
inspiration from life and mammals around us, looking at and dancing through the exciting habitats 
that make up our world. We use creative movement to begin the journeys, opening our eyes to 
the world that is around us and letting our bodies move us through.

Citymoves will be in your nursery for the morning  
to work with two separate groups.

Under the Sea
Tuesday 26th February, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 – 11:30

Monday 4th March, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 – 11:30

Tuesday 5th March, 12:45 – 1:45 & 2:00 – 3:00

Wednesday 6th March, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 – 11:30

Dancing Through the Jungle
Monday 25th February, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 – 11:30

Tuesday 26th February, 12:45 – 1:45 & 2:00 – 3:00

Wednesday 27th February, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 – 11:30

Tuesday 5th March, 9:15 – 10:15 & 10:30 – 11:30

Sessions will require use of school hall or other good  
sized clear indoor space within the school.
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www.citymoves.org.uk


Meet AALF’s Curious Characters  

- with Shirin Karbor
Primary 4 - 7

Join children’s illustrator Shirin Karbor as she shares her creative process behind the creation of this 
year’s Arts Across Learning Festival characters and shows pupils how to generate ideas through 
interactive and spontaneous fun drawing activities using prompts and cues. 

With Shirin’s guidance, pupils will expand their imagination and learn about how you bring a 
character to life through creative exploration of environment and narrative. These expressive art 
activities will encourage individuality and the chance for pupils to shape their own learning and 
share their work with others.

These sessions will include:
Thinking outside the box – games to warm up 
imaginations;
Being curious – finding out what makes characters unique; 
Open mindedness – learning and applying  
new skills; 
Imagination – creating an imaginary environment;
Problem solving- story station exploring different story 
structures, what characters and building a narrative.

Each pupil would create their own character and will 
contribute to group activities around the generation 
of environment and narrative.

Tuesday 26th February, 9:15 - 11:15 (max 33)

Thursday 28th February 9:15 - 11:15 (max 33)

Friday 1st March, 9:15 - 11:15 (max 33)

Tuesday 5th March, 9:15 - 11:15 (max 33)

Thursday 7th March, 9:15 - 11:15 (max 33)

Friday 8th March, 9:15 -11:15 (max 33)

www.shirinsdoodles.com

20 21

www.shirinsdoodles.com
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Mi - Tech - with Alison Muir
Primary 6 - 7

“Mi-Tech” is an intergenerational theatre production exploring the benefits and drawbacks of 
technology. 

Alison Muir from Creative Learning has brought the Diddly Dahz (a drama group for older people) 
and The Grammies (S2 pupils from Aberdeen Grammar School) together to create an original 
piece of theatre.

Is the amount of time we spend on tech devices affecting our social interactions? 

How does it make us feel? 

Does it help with mental agility? 

Is it truly anonymous? 

How would it feel to have it taken away? 

Is there an antidote to the use of so much technology? 

Join us on this virtual journey to reflect on our own tech usage……there will be some laughs and 
possibly tears along the way!

Each performance can accommodate up to 2 classes. Leave a space before the times are shown.

Wednesday 27th February, 10:30-11:30 or 1:30 - 2:30 (max 66)

Wednesday 6th March, 10:30-11:30 or 1:30 - 2:30 (max 66)

Session will require use of school hall or other good  
sized clear indoor space within the school.
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Create to Skate - with Doric Skateboards and Gabrielle Reith
Primary 4 - 7

Taking inspiration from the streets of Aberdeen and the history of Skateboarding pupils will create 
an illustrative design suitable for hand screen printing onto a skate deck.

One design from the day will be transformed into a two colour, hand screen printed skateboard 
deck that can be kept and displayed in the school. The deck will be printed and presented to the 
school by Doric Skateboards later in the term.

Pupils will be guided through the design, illustration and printmaking process by artist Gabrielle 
Reith. Gary Kemp of Doric Skateboards will demonstrate the skills involved in transforming hand 
drawn images into a skateboard deck design.

Tuesday 26th February, 10:00 - 12 noon (max 33)

Wednesday 27th February, 10:00 - 12 noon (max 33)

Tuesday 5th March, 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Wednesday 6th March, 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)
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Oor Monsters - with Philip Thompson and Gabrielle Reith
Primary 4 - 7

Locally based Gabrielle Reith and Phil Thompson will present their ever developing Oor Monsters 
project. In this fun workshop, children will design and construct their own cardboard mask which 
will tell other people something about themselves. Pupils will consider the things they love, things 
they dislike, hobbies, interests, feelings and emotions and simplify this information into abstract 
shapes. The shapes will evolve into their own personal “monster” story masks to take away, wear 
or display on a wall. 

Children will use construction skills and imagination to build their monsters using a variety of 
materials. The workshops will enable learners to explore and express their own characteristics and 
individuality.

Oor Monsters is a collaborative project by Philip Thompson and Gabrielle Reith, characterising 
and monsterising people, places and emotions.

Thursday 28th February, 10:00 - 12 noon (max 33)

Friday 1st March, 10:00 - 12 noon (max 33)

Thursday 7th March, 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Friday 8th March, 1:00 – 3:00 (max 33)

Be aware monster in development  
can be a messy business.  
Consider suitable space  
when booking. 
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Adventures in Libraries - with Aberdeen City Libraries
Primary 1 - 3 
Primary 4 - 5

In this fun half day workshop, children will explore the importance of structure when designing 
a story. The children will be divided into 3 groups to experience stories presented in 3 different 
ways. In their groups the children will explore setting the scene. developing a character and 
creating rhythm for a story. Collaborative working will be encouraged so stories can be shared with 
fellow classmates.

Please note these workshops take place at Central Library and Kincorth or Tillydrone Library and 
not in school. Transport is not provided.

Tuesday 26th February, Central Library, 10:00 - 12:30, P1 - 3 (max 33)

Tuesday 5th March, Kincorth or Tillydrone Library, 10:00 - 12:30, P4 - 5 (max 33)

 



Pondlife - Catherine Wheels Theatre Company
Primary 5 - 7

Moving school is never easy. When class bully Sharon takes an instant dislike to Martin it feels like 
he has an especially tough ride ahead of him. That is until he befriends Simon McGurk and his 
fortunes seem to change. However, the fickle world of playground politics soon puts pressure on 
their friendship and Martin finds himself making a choice that will impact them both for the rest of 
their school days.

Following success in Australia and New York, Catherine Wheels remount this energetic piece of 
storytelling for Scottish schools.

Monday 4th March, 10:30 - 11:30 & 13:30 – 2:30 (max 120)

Tuesday 5th March, 10:30 - 11:30 & 13:30 – 2:30 (max 120)

Wednesday 6th March, 10:30 - 11:30 & 13:30 – 2:30 (max 120)

Please note that both performances each day must take place in the same school hall.

www.catherinewheels.co.uk
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Time Travellers - with The Gordon Highlanders Museum  
and Creative Learning
Primary 1 - 3 
Primary 4 - 5

Pupils will spend the day exploring the Gordon Highlanders Museum, bringing the past into 
the present and taking a look into the future,exploring themes of conflict, mindfulness and the 
importance of good communication.

In small groups children will be encouraged to explore difficult themes. Who were The Gordon 
Highlanders? What activities did they do to stay positive? In times of conflict how did they 
communicate?

Monday 25th February, 10:00 – 2:30 (max 33), P1-3

Monday 4 March, 10:00 – 2:30 (max 33), P4-5

Please note these workshops take place at the Gordon Highlanders Museum and not in school. 
Transport is not provided. Please bring a packed lunch.

http://www.catherinewheels.co.uk/
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Act BIG!!! - with Cate Garrow
P4 – 5

Heroes, heroines, characters and villains – who will you become today? Filled with fun, this 
interactive drama session will build drama and physicality skills using a range of techniques and 
exercises. We start small and build big! 

Focussing on exploring imaginations, we’ll work as individuals then as groups, trying new things 
and exploring alternative points of view and approach. Pupils will experience a range of exercises 
and activities and work on ideas that will lead up to a short performance. A skills building, 
interactive, fun, teamwork session with a cultural arts focus using drama as a tool.

Tuesday 26th February, 9:15 – 11:15 (max 33)

Wednesday 27th February, 9:15 – 11:15 (max 33)

Thursday 28th February, 9:15 – 11:15 (max 33)

Tuesday 5th March, 9:15 – 11:15 (max 33)

Wednesday 6th March, 9:15 – 11:15 (max 33)

Friday 8th March, 9:15 – 11:15 (max 33)

Wonder – film screening with Into Film
Free screening of Wonder at Belmont Cinema and accompanying in-school workshop.

In-school workshop: - the session will begin with an exploration of the themes through 
the film Wonder with interactive group discussion and film literacy activities, including 
role on the wall and review writing. Pupils will plan and pitch a film that is about friends 
coming together to help a new student in the school feel welcome. Into Film will 
provide all materials and equipment. 

To book a school workshop, attending the screening is essential. 

These are the associated resources: 

Film Screening of Wonder at Belmont Filmhouse, Wednesday 6th March, 9.45– 12.15 
(schools will need to arrive by 9.30)

In School workshop (P6 & 7) - Wednesday 6th March, 1.30 – 3.15

In School workshop (P6 & 7) - Thursday 7th March, 9:00 – 10.30

In School workshop (P6 & 7) - Thursday 7th March, 1.30- 3.15

Accompanying resource: https://www.intofilm.org/resources/1441 teachers encouraged 
to explore some of the questions with students before coming the film. 

www.intofilm.org/resources/1441

https://www.intofilm.org/resources/1441


Games Creation using Scratch - with Digital Maker CIC
Primary 5 – 7

Digital Games creation in the drag & drop programming environment, Scratch.

Participant level: Beginner – Intermediate.

Using the Raspberry Pi & Scratch, participants will work at their own pace following worksheets to
create their own computer game. Scratch is designed to enable the user to realise their 
imagination
by creating graphics, sounds, interactivity with a simple & effective interface. Examples can be
“remixed” – so participants can quickly customise an existing game, or they can “start from
scratch” (pun intended!) and create their own games & interactive animations.

The workshop will give participants an understanding into games development (graphics, sound,
programming, logic, story/narrative, communication) and can easily be applied to more “in depth”
game creation in more complicated programming avenues. The participants will leave with new 
skills and a thirst to create more computer games! 

DigitalMaker CIC can also email saved games to participants if they wish to work on their games 
online (via the free scratch program via http://scratch.mit.edu)

Monday 4th March, 10:00 – 12:00 & 1:15 – 3:15 (max 25)

Tues 5th March, 10:00 – 12:00 (max 25)
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Exploring Minecraft with Python Programming  

- with Digital Maker CIC
Primary 5 -7 

Creating digital effects & intermediate programming techniques in Python.

Participant level: Intermediate – advanced.

Using the Raspberry Pi & Python, participants will work at their own pace following worksheets to
interface with MineCraft Pi edition & create special effects, useful programming techniques and 
“in
game games” (creating small games within the Minecraft world, using Steve as the playing
interface).

The workshop will give participants an understanding into more advanced programming using
Python, learning about Variables, Syntax, Functions and coding structure. The participants will start
by exploring navigating in a digital 3D space with code and keyboard interaction that affects the
Minecraft world (dropping blocks, changing block types etc). Participants that work quickly will be
given extension worksheets that enable them to create “whack a mole” inside Minecraft.
The participants will leave with Python Programming skills, an insight into what it takes to code 
their own games.

Tues 26th February, 11:00 – 12:00 & 1:15 – 2:15 (max 25)

Wed 27th February, 11:00 – 12:00 (max 25)



Monday
25 Feb

Getting it Wrong is getting it Right – Eoin McKenzie, Hidden Giants p.09
At the Tip of the Tongue – Marion Geoffray p.15
Doric Lullabies and play songs – Irene Watt p.17
Bring it Strive – CityMoves p.18
Dancing Through the Jungle - CityMoves p.19
Time Travelers – The Gordon Highlander Museum p.27

Tuesday
26 Feb

Getting it Wrong is getting it Right – Eoin McKenzie, Hidden Giants p.09
Rhymes Across Languages – Ken Cockburn p.13
At the Tip of the Tongue – Marion Geoffray p.15
Doric Lullabies and play songs – Irene Watt p.17
Bring it Strive – CityMoves p.18
Under the Sea - CityMoves p.19
Dancing Through the Jungle – CityMoves p.19
Meets AALF’s Curious Charactervs – Shirin Karbor p.20
Create to Skate – Doric Skateboards and Gabrielle Reith p.23
Act Big!!! – Cate Garrow
Exploring Minecraft – Digital Maker CIC
Storylines – Aberdeen City Libraries and Creative Learning

p.28
p.30/31

p.25

Wednesday
27 Feb

Getting it Wrong is getting it Right – Eoin McKenzie, Hidden Giants
Multi-sensory story making – Flotsam & Jetsam

p.09
p.10

Rhymes Across Languages – Ken Cockburn p.13
Doric Lullabies and play songs – Irene Watt p.17
Bring it Strive – CityMoves p.18
Dancing Through the Jungle – CityMoves p.19
Create to Skate – Doric Skateboards and Gabrielle Reith p.23
Act Big!!! – Cate Garrow Exploring Minecraft – Digital Maker CIC
Mi-Tech – Alison Muir
Exploring Minecraft – Digital Maker CIC

p.28
p.22

p.30/31
Thursday

28 Feb
Meets AALF’s Curious Characters – Shirin Karbor p.20
Oor Monsters – Gabrielle Reith and Phil Thompson p.24
Act Big!!! – Cate Garrow p.28

FESTIVAL CALENDAR 2019 Friday
1 March

Meets AALF’s Curious Characters – Shirin Karbor p.20
Oor Monsters – Gabrielle Reith and Phil Thompson p.24
Local Legends; Soundscapes, Song and Rap – Elphinstone Institute p.16

Monday
4 March

Picasso’s Pets – Kathleen Cowie p.12
Bring it Strive – CityMoves p.18
Under the Sea – CityMoves p.19
Time Travelers – The Gordon Highlander Museum p.27
Pondlife – Catherine Wheels Theatre Company
Games Creation using Scratch – Digital Maker CIC

p.26
p.30/31

Tuesday
5 March

Picasso’s Pets – Kathleen Cowie p.12
Out to Play – Nina Docherty p.14
Bring it Strive – CityMoves p.18
Under the Sea – CityMoves p.19
Dancing Through the Jungle - CityMoves p.19
Meets AALF’s Curious Characters – Shirin Karbor p.20
Create to Skate – Doric Skateboards and Gabrielle Reith p.23
Act Big!!! – Cate Garrow p.28
Pondlife – Catherine Wheels Theatre Company
Games Creation using Scratch – Digital Maker CIC
Storylines – Aberdeen City Libraries and Creative Learning

p.26
p.30/31

p.25

Wednesday
6 March

Wonder film showing – Into Film p.29
Wonder – In school workshop – Into Film p.29
Out to Play – Nina Docherty p.14
Bring it Strive – CityMoves p.18
Under the Sea – CityMoves p.19
Create to Skate – Doric Skateboards and Gabrielle Reith p.23
Act Big!!! – Cate Garrow p.28
Pondlife – Catherine Wheels Theatre Company
Mi-Tech – Alison Muir

p.26
p.22

Thurdsay
7 March

Our House – Frozen Charlotte p.11
Out to Play – Nina Docherty p.14
Meets AALF’s Curious Characters – Shirin Karbor p.20
Oor Monsters – Gabrielle Reith and Phil Thompson p.24
Wonder – In school workshop – Into Film p.29

Friday
8 March

Meets AALF’s Curious Characters – Shirin Karbor p.20
Oor Monsters – Gabrielle Reith and Phil Thompson p.24
Act Big!!! – Cate Garrow p.2832
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Credits and Acknowledgements 
Aberdeen City Council Creative Learning is proud to deliver another Arts Across Learning Festival, 
and is once again indebted to all of the individuals and organisations who have supported and 
contributed to its organisation.

The festival is a flagship piece of work, which brings the very best in creative and cultural 
education to Aberdeen and works with a large number of the city’s early years and primary age 
pupils. Each year the festival works with different partners across the city to develop unique 
creative learning opportunities.

Thank you to our Aberdeen City Council partners, particularly Aberdeen Library and Information 
Services, whose valuable staff time and generous support make sessions taking place in Libraries 
possible. The festival is also supported by the Creative Learning Network Fund, a partnership 
between Creative Scotland and Education Scotland under Scotland’s Creative Learning Plan’

Thank you to 2019’s key festival partners and funders:
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And thank you to all of the artists and companies whose brilliant workshops and performances 
make up the 2019 festival programme.

Thank you in anticipation too, to all the school staff, volunteers and parents who support pupils in 
attending festival events. We hope you enjoy it as much as the children you bring. We know what 
it takes to organise children’s participation both in and out of school and the children would not be 
able to enjoy the benefits of the festival without the team of people involved in each school.

Thank you also to Shirin Karbor for her beautiful illustration for this brochure! And to Darren Gate 
for this fantastic design work

 Festival co-ordination and administration: Creative Learning Team, Aberdeen City Council.

www.shirinsdoodles.com
https://darrengate.myportfolio.com/
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Creative Learning presents

2019
25 February - 8 March


